THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF POTASSIUM TRIOXALATOCHROMATE different complex ions always slope in the same direction, resulting in the tightest possible fit. The structure considered as a whole is therefore mainly determined by the shape of the complex ions. The figure also illustrates that the two stereo isomeric ions predicted by Werner (1912 b) are present in equal numbers in the structure.
Experimental
The specimens used are from Obira, the well-known locality in Japan for axinite and other boron-bearing minerals. Almost colourless to pale violet, transparent crystals of sphenoidal habit, several mm. in size, were available for X-ray examination. Chemical analysis showed that its composition is well expressed by the formu!a, H(Fe0.TMn0.a)Ca2Al~BSi~016; the small content of magnesium being ignored.
A series of Weissenberg photographs, namely the zero, first and second layers of [100], the zero; first, second and third layers of [010] and [001], the zero layer each of [011], [101] and [011] and the fourth layer of [011], were taken using CuK~ radiation (2 = 1.54 /~) (for the setting of the axes see § 2). Intensities of reflexions were estimated visually and converted by the multiple-film technique into numerical values, which were later rendered comparable with the absolute values by multiplying by a proportionality factor that reduced the sum of differences of observed and calculated structure amplitudes of (200) and (040)* to a minimum. For the * Indices after another setting of the axes adopted for the convenience of analysis (see § 3).
Fourier synthesis these values were each multiplied further by a Debye (temperature) factor (B--1.5); "only .this factor and the polarization and Lorentz factors were taken into consideration.
Unit cell and space group
Few minerals have been described with such a diversity of axes (Donnay, 1937) . Of many sets of axes proposed so far, that due to Peacock (1937) is the nearest to the unique set defined by the Eisenstein-reduced lattice (Niggli, 1928) . We obtain the latter from Peacock's axes by taking [001] for [001], other axes being unchanged.
The unit cell has the dimensions* a --7.148, b = 9.156, c ~ 8.960 A, =88 °04', fl-:81 °36', 7=77°42', and contains two molecules of H(Fe, Mn)CagAl~BSi4016 , the density being 3.31 g.cm. -a calculated (Fe:Mn=7:3) compared with 3"305-3.326 g.cm. -a measured (Harada, 1939) .
The space group is Ci=PT. We have examined the intensity distribution of reflexions by means of the new technique expounded by Wilson (Howells, Phillips & Rogers, 1950) and confirmed the presence of symmetry centres.
Analysis
Axinite invariably has its r(011) well developed. X-ray reflexions from (011) are very characteristic in that its odd-order reflexions are not observed while (022) is very strong. All reflexions from e(011), which is nearly at right angles to (011), are vanishingly small, excepting (044) which is very strong. These suggest that atoms of axinite may for the most part be zonally distributed over the planes parallel to (011) and to (011) and may be easily located if referred to them. Accordingly we change the axes, taking [100] for and contains twice as many molecules as the original one. These axes are identical except for their denomination with those proposed by Mohs and others (see Donnay, 1937) . The indices hkl are transformed into h'k'l' by the formulae h'---h, k'---l--k, and l' --l+k. The structure amplitude for the cell runs F --Z 4f cos ~ ½~(k'~ l') cos 2~ (h'x+k'y+l'z) .
We have utilized this working, instead of the proper (reduced), cell throughout the present analysis and also for a presentation of the results obtained. Should the BOa group in axinite be regarded as an independent group with none of its three oxygen atoms shared by silicon or other boron atoms, the constitutional formula thereby obtained, Ca~Alg(Fe, Mn)BOaSi4012OH, would lead immediately to the assumption that silicon and oxygen atoms might be grouped together into an Si401~ group. Such a complex silicon-oxygen group has already been conceived (Bragg, 1937, p. 141) and is a square ring formed of four linked tetrahedra of oxygen atoms around a silicon atom. Although apparently not yet found as a separate group in silicates, we know instances in which it forms the units from which a two-or three-dimensional network structure is built up. Of many silicon-oxygen assemblages conceivable this is the one to be tried first in working out the structure of axinite.
On the other hand, the axinite structure may be based on the closest oxygen packing of one kind or other since it has space only of 17-7 A a available for each of 64 oxygen atoms and OH groups to the cell.
With these considerations in mind we tried and succeeded in packing together oxygen atoms of the • ~ince the Patterson projection on (001) supported the Si-Si distances deduced from this model we chose it as the framework underlying the structure of axinite. After further details of the structure were worked out as nsuaI by trial and error, the final structure was obf~ined by the Fourier synthesis on (010) and on (0Ol). 0,10,2 0,10,4. 0,10,6 0,10,8 0,10,10 0,11,1 O, 11,3 0,11,5 0,11,7 0,11,9 0,12,2 0,12,4 0,12,6 0,12,8 oi3 oi5 
Description of structure
The structure of axinite is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 ( Fig. 7) . We can perceive in it, besides the separate Si4012 and BO 3 groups, the oxygen or oxygen-0H double-octahedra around an Fe or A1 which have a shared 0-0 or O-0H edge. The groups Si4012 are parallel to each other and lie with their broad side nearly parallel to (010). Four of them are joined by an double-octahedron, Al,010, and another four by a double-octahedron, Fe2Os(0H)2. This linkage extends throughout the structure and makes up the bulk of it. They are further reinforced by aluminium atoms situated at the centres of the tetrahedra formed of three oxygen atoms and one OH group. Calcium atoms occupy the middle of the irregular polyhedra formed of ten oxygen atoms, of which five, being saturated by the bonds from other atoms surrounding them, exert no bond toward the central atom. The B03 group is triangular and is not linked directly to silicon nor to other boron atoms.
The sharing of 0-0 or O-OH edges takes place, as already mentioned, between two Al-O-and between two Fe--O-OH-octahedra and also between one Fe-O-OH-octahedron and one Al-O-OH-tetrahedron and between two Ca-O-polyhedra.
The linkage and electrostatic balance of bonds around each metallic atom is shown in Fig. 8 . It is to be noted that the position of the OH molecule is uniquely determined by considering the balance prevailing in the atomic environments. The interatomic distances are given in Table 3 .
